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 Executive Summary 

Service Provider and Funded Service Details 
Name of service provider  Murdi Paaki Regional Rugby League Council Inc. T/A Creative Community 

Concepts  

Name of Funding Program Office of Sport – Active Fest Contract  

Contact Person Kyle Myers – 0407 567 444 

Target Group/s & 

Locations 

Target Groups 

Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal children and their families, parents and/or 

carers.  

Community Sector Coordination linking services/sports to community 

members.  

Targeted Communities in NSW: 

• Cowra  

• Wellington 

• Menindee 

• White Cliffs 

• Wilcannia 

• Ivanhoe 

• Dubbo 

• Collarenebri 

• Lightning Ridge 

• Walgett 

• Raglan 

• Portland 

• Lithgow 

• Wallerawang 

• Kelso 

• Kandos 

• Mudgee 

• Gulgong 

• Louth 

• Enngonia 

• Bourke 

 

What is Active Fest  The Active Fest is a program that hosts events throughout communities in the 
Central West, and Far West of NSW. The events consist of a variety of activities, 
including but not limited to Laser Tag, League Tag, Hockey, Soccer, Volleyball, 
Athletics Skills, Footy for Fun circuits, and many other novelty activities. Alongside 
of this, mental health wellbeing messaging is delivered utilising Black Dog Institute 
resources delivered either by a Black Dog Institute representative or trained CCC 
staff.   
During this round there were 21 events in total, across a vast geographical area from 
Lithgow in the east to Menindee in the west.  
The concept originally developed after meeting with Kit Bag for Kids, who wished to 

donate sports gear and equipment to kids in need, from rural and remote areas. In 

recent years CCC have delivered the Act Belong Commit (ABC) mental wellbeing 



programs and in 2021 delivered a Mental Health Sports Fund program to local Rugby 

League teams and other members of the community. To develop this further the 

Active Fest was created after consultation with the Office of Sport to deliver a large 

community event promoting physical activity in the afternoons before the evening 

Mental Health Sports Fund training sessions with the clubs. All events were 

extremely well received from the participants and the community. The success from 

this gave CCC the opportunity to deliver the Active Fest events again in Far West 

communities in 2022. The concept has proven the need for these types of events in 

rural and remote areas and CCC are grateful to receive the opportunity to deliver 

the recent 21 events across the Western Region which was aimed towards locations 

that suffered extended lockdown periods during COVID-19. Our organisation 

understands physical activity goes hand in hand with mental health/wellbeing and 

over extended lockdown periods, individuals’ mental health may have suffered. To 

deliver Active Fests to the selected areas is an opportunity we take with pride to be 

able to assist lifting community spirits through our events. 

 

Locations   
        

Service Type Community Participation  

Type of Activity 
 

Performance Details 

 

Deliver 21 Active 
Fest Community 
Events  

This is the breakdown of all participants inclusive of children/parents and providers. 
 
Cowra = 123 
Wellington = 162 
Menindee = 63 
White Cliffs = 42 
Wilcannia = 64 
Ivanhoe = 30 
Dubbo = 152 
Collarenebri = 61 
Lightning Ridge = 83 
Walgett = 111 
Raglan = 127 
Portland = 49 
Lithgow = 78 
Wallerawang = 91 
Kelso = 91 
Kandos = 69 
Mudgee = 144 
Gulgong = 160 
Louth = 12 
Enngonia = 41 
Bourke = 84 
 
Total: 1774 
 
Staff also attended Broken Hill Shire Council Active Fest to deliver activities for their event. 
 
Portland, Lithgow and Wallerawang were weather affected (cold, wet, and windy) however 
a quick change in location to move indoors. still saw a great outcome. Raglan and Kelso were 
bitterly cold also, but families still attended despite this.  
 
564 Flyers promoting Active Kids Vouchers and Sports to utilise the vouchers were handed 
out to parents/caregivers. 



241 Parents/Caregivers were surveyed and 645 children/youth. 
From this it is discovered that 319 currently do not participate in sport/physical activity. 728 
participated in activities, and 879 enjoyed the event.  
The main feedback received from parents/caregivers was that they enjoyed watching their 
children/youth happy, active, socialising, and the range of activities/sports on offer. 
 

 

Service Type Community Sector Coordination 
Performance Details 

Deliver 21 Active Fest Community Events and engage key stakeholders   
 
Following are the services/sports contacted:  
 
Office of Sport, Little Athletics, NRL, NSWRL, Hockey NSW, Netball NSW, Far West Academy of Sport, Western Region 
Academy of Sport, Tennis NSW, Basketball NSW, Dubbo Sports Council, Bathurst Sports Association, ARU, Kit Bag for 
Kids, MALO Republic, Service NSW, PCYC, Mission Australia, Marathon Health, Quit B Fit, NBMLHD, Centacare, 
RAMHP, Barnados, Maranguka Community Hub, Local Shire Councils, REDDIE, local sporting clubs, and local service 
providers. 
 
Below are services/sports who attended events:  
 

• Cowra  
Entertainment  Sports  Community Organisations  

Band – Plus One  Little Athletics  Cowra PCYC 

  Mission Australia  

  Cowra Information Neighbourhood 
Centre  

  WACHS Quit B Fit  

 

• Wellington  
Entertainment  Sports  Community Organisations  

Musician – Shane Riley   Little Athletics  WACHS Quit B Fit 

 Wellington Redback Rugby Mission Australia  

 Cricket NSW  Barnardos  

   

 

• Menindee 
Entertainment  Sports  Community Organisations  

PA music Tennis NSW Mission Australia  

 Office of Sport – Dubbo Staff  

   

 

• White Cliffs 
Entertainment  Sports  Community Organisations  

PA music Tennis NSW   

 Office of Sport – Dubbo Staff  

   

   

 

• Wilcannia 
Entertainment  Sports  Community Organisations  

Musician – Horse Whyman Office of Sport – Dubbo Staff Mission Australia 

  Black Dog Institute  

   



 

 

• Ivanhoe 
Entertainment  Sports  Community Organisations  

PA music  Black Dog Institute 

   

   

 

• Dubbo 
Entertainment  Sports  Community Organisations  

Musician – Shane Riley   Little Athletics  Services NSW 

 NRL Mission Australia  

 Cricket NSW  Barnardos  

 NSWRL  Black Dog Institute 

 Office of Sport – Dubbo Staff Standby 

   

 
 

• Collarenebri 
Entertainment  Sports  Community Organisations  

Musician – Ducky Dennis  Little Athletics  Collarenebri CS  

  Mission Australia  

   

   

 

• Lightning Ridge 
Entertainment  Sports  Community Organisations  

Musician – Ducky Dennis Little Athletics  PCYC  

  Mission Australia  

  Police  

  Walgett Council Youth Officers  

 

• Walgett 
Entertainment  Sports  Community Organisations  

Musician – Ducky Dennis Little Athletics  Walgett AMS  

 Far West Academy of Sport Mission Australia  

  PCYC 

   

 

• Raglan 
Entertainment  Sports  Community Organisations  

Musician – Sam Debenham  Little Athletics  Black Dog Institute 

 NRL   

   

   

 

• Portland 
Entertainment  Sports  Community Organisations  

Musician – Dave Webb    Services NSW  

  Black Dog Institute 

   

   

 
 



 

• Lithgow 
Entertainment  Sports  Community Organisations  

Musician – Dave Webb   NRL  Services NSW  

 Lithgow Basketball  Black Dog Institute 

   

   

 

• Wallerawang 
Entertainment  Sports  Community Organisations  

Musician – Dave Webb   Little Athletics  Services NSW  

 Wallerawang JRLFC Black Dog Institute 

   

   

 
 

• Kelso 
Entertainment  Sports  Community Organisations  

Musician – Sam Debenham Little Athletics  Centacare Bathurst   

 Bathurst Giants AFL Black Dog Institute 

 NRL   

   

 

• Kandos 
Entertainment  Sports  Community Organisations  

Musician – Harry    Black Dog Institute 

Magician – Pooka the Clown   

   

   

 

• Mudgee 
Entertainment  Sports  Community Organisations  

Musician – Harry    Black Dog Institute 

Magician – Pooka the Clown  Mission Australia  

   

   

 

• Gulgong 
Entertainment  Sports  Community Organisations  

Musician – Harry   Little Athletics  Black Dog Institute 

Magician – Pooka the Clown    

   

   

 

• Louth 
Entertainment  Sports  Community Organisations  

PA music  Louth Public School 

  Bourke Shire Council 

   

   

 
 



 
 

• Enngonia 
Entertainment  Sports  Community Organisations  

PA music  Enngonia Public School  

  Bourke Shire Council 

   

   

 

• Bourke 
Entertainment  Sports  Community Organisations  

PA music NSWRL Maranguka Community Hub 

 MPRRL Bourke Shire Council 

   

   

 
 
Whilst Creative Community Concepts are the key drivers of the events, providing staff and resources to administer the 
activities on the ground, we are greatly appreciative to all our partners who helped deliver the great outcomes for each 
event. 
 
PARTNERS  
 
The Office of Sport are the funding body through the NSW Governments Community Sport Rebuild and Recovery 
Package for communities hardest hit by the COVID lockdowns. OoS also assisted CCC in connecting partners to deliver 
the Active Fest events. 
 
Black Dog Institute partnered with CCC to deliver the mental wellbeing sessions during the Active Fest events through 
former NRL player Wayne Wigham who has a sound relationship with these communities having presented workshops 
over the last 7 years.  
 
Kit Bag for Kids donated over 2600 items of sporting apparel and equipment to give to children/youths at the events. 
Their partnership with Fair Game enabled us to give every participant some type of sporting apparel. 
 
MALO Republic donated quality sports gear to utilise as prizes. Some Far West Communities who haven’t previously 
received these items were gifted items for all participants. 
 
Mission Australia had representatives attend most events and assisted with registrations, activities, and food handling. 
Having a presence there whilst talking about mental wellbeing was beneficial for participants to learn who their Mission 
Australia representative is in their community. 
 
Barnardos have a fantastic program called Beyond the Barbwire which offers women an opportunity to work and gain 
skills. This is achieved through a coffee van called 3 Wise Women. Barnados provided this at many of the events. This 
allowed parents to enjoy a cup of tea/coffee, socialise with other families, listen to live music, and enjoy watching their 
kids get active and socialise.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
 



 

 

 

Location: Cowra  

 
Service Type 
 

 Active Fest Event – 15/06/22 

Performance Details 
CCC are well equipped to deliver these events and have passionate staff that deliver the activities to a high and 
engaging standard. Partnering with PCYC for the Cowra event meant the children/youth had an even broader range 
of sports and activities to experience. It was a great opportunity for PCYC to showcase the services they offer. A 
PCYC staff member commented they had not experienced that amount of people within the PCYC club and were 
pleased with the participation level of the participants. Everyone left with a positive experience and the feedback 
from the community was fantastic.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Service Type 
 

 Highlights and Constraints 

Type of Report  
 

Performance Details 

Highlights The young local band, which are brothers, was a massive hit. It provided a positive feel-
good vibe which led to people leaving the event feeling happy and excited. It was the first 
time CCC have delivered an event such as this utilising both indoors and outdoors; it was 
fantastic, and the venue provided plenty of space to complete all activities set. The PCYC 
bubble soccer was a huge hit.  

In terms of getting 
young people active, 
what components was 
the most effective 

Offering children/youth a circuit of activities that were located both indoors and outdoors 
worked well. Participants were broken into age groups to ensure they all had equal level 
of skill and were socially engaging with relevant ages. Activities included mainstream 
sports such as hockey, little athletics, volleyball, basketball and combined them with 
novelty games such as laser tag, bubble soccer and tug-o-war. This ensured a good variety. 
Participants exercised for nearly 2 hours however were not bothered by this as they were 
having too much fun.  

In terms of increasing 
young people’s 
interest in becoming 
active, what will you 
take away from this 
event? 
 

It is assumed a lot of children/youth lack confidence to participate in mainstream sports 
such as Soccer or Rugby League, therefor exploring new approaches to get kids active is 
important. CCC believe the Active Fest is a solid starting point with an option of an 8–10-
week following program for children/youth to try different sports, learn core skills such as 
catch, pass, running, jumping, throwing would assist build confidence and skills to play a 
mainstream sport. Out of the children/youth surveyed in Cowra who stated they don’t 
play sport, all said they would be involved in a weekly program like our active fests.  

Links to 
Videos/Photos 

 Here is a gallery of video evidence of the above  
programs on our website: https://bit.ly/3AveC2SActiveFest 

Barriers and 
Constraints 

Whilst hosting the event indoors was good it did mean we were slightly restricted in the 
range of activities that would otherwise be provided such as League Tag. Having said that, 
it made a great atmosphere with the band playing and the participants still experienced a 
great variety of activities. 

 

Locality Reports 
 



Location: Wellington   

 
Service Type 
 

 Active Fest Event – 16/06/22 

Performance Details 
Due to the limited ability for participants to play sport and socialise throughout the covid lockdowns, the Wellington 
community embraced the opportunity to come together and enjoy the Active Fest. Having 162 people attend shows 
that this community needed an event of this nature. The family atmosphere was fantastic, all the children/youth 
participated in activities, great parental participation, and the coffee van provided a good focal point for parents to 
gather and socialise amongst each other. CCC staff showcased different sports and activities whilst Little A’s and 
Cricket NSW showcased theirs. These events bring together communities after the covid lockdowns to promote 
wellbeing and mental health, similarly we enjoy bringing community partners together and seeing the engagement 
throughout the local population.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Service Type 
 

 Highlights and Constraints 

Type of Report  
 

Performance Details 

Highlights In short, the highlight was the large turnout of children and parents that participated on 
the day. It’s a great feeling when we host these events knowing we engaged a great 
amount of the local community.  
The parental feedback was extremely positive. A common statement was “I have never 
seen this number of children ever at an event and how well it was run”. This gave CCC staff 
great pleasure hearing this and knowing there was 3 weeks straight of delivering Active 
Fests from Broken Hill to Lithgow gave staff confidence and motivation to continue 
delivering great events knowing how valuable they are for communities. 
 

In terms of getting 
young people active, 
what components was 
the most effective 

Staff engagement with the participants made the difference, CCC staff put a great amount 
of effort into engaging with the children/youth and making their experience enjoyable. 
Secondly, the short burst of different activities to keep them interested works well – each 
activity targets different skills for all fitness and age levels which makes it enjoyable for 
all.  

In terms of increasing 
young people’s 
interest in becoming 
active, what will you 
take away from this 
event? 
 

In Wellington, an 8–10-week program that facilitates sporting engagements within the 
community with the overall goal of increasing sporting club membership would be best 
practice. The Active Fest facilitates children who potentially are unsure of what sports they 
would like and breaks down the initial hurdle to participate – CCC staff do well in 
encouraging and including all participants, so they can try all the activities within the 
session.  
 

Links to 
Videos/Photos 

  Here is a gallery of video evidence of the above  
programs on our website: https://bit.ly/3AveC2SActiveFest 

Barriers and 
Constraints 

Wellington was one of the first Active Fests we delivered, which meant lead in time was 
short. However, this event was thoroughly supported by the community and other State 
Sporting Orgs enhanced the experienced.   

 

 



Location: White Cliffs 

 
Service Type 
 

 Active Fest Event – 20/06/22 

Performance Details 
CCC staff loved visiting the outback to a remote area such as White Cliffs to deliver the Active Fest event. This small 
community have a few key people who do their best to organise community activities however don’t have funding 
or support. The only sport available to these children/youth is school sports. The feedback received was incredible 
and it was evident that having organisations come into this community is paramount. The importance of being 
physically active and how it helps with our mental wellbeing should be a key focus for areas such as this. Engagement 
from both children/youth and parents was fantastic and everyone participated in the activities. The children/youth 
were very excited to receive sporting gear and locals made comment that they will be talking about this event for a 
long time to come. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Service Type 
 

 Highlights and Constraints 

Type of Report  
 

Performance Details 

Highlights The event was highly valuable in getting the children/youth active. In this remote area 
there is not a lot of sport offered outside of school sports. It’s amazing to showcase a 
variety of sport for all to participate in. 
 
The children/youth and parents/carers were highly engaged in all the activities provided. 
The parents/carers participated in all the activities offered and it was amazing to see 
everyone enjoying themselves. Parents particularly enjoyed a Laser Tag competition 
between themselves. The children/youth and parents/carers were very appreciative of 
the event being held in their community. 
 

In terms of getting 
young people active, 
what components was 
the most effective 

The most effective component in getting everyone active was the staff being enthusiastic 
and engaging in the activities provided. Having a few novelty games is a good icebreaker 
and great starter to get everyone involved. Setting the activities into circuit, helps 
smoothly navigate the children/youth and assists them to attempt different activities. 
Whilst we could not source a musician to attend this event due to the remoteness, we had 
music playing over the PA system which helped create a fun and exciting atmosphere that 
motivated everyone to socialise and get active. 
 

In terms of increasing 
young people’s 
interest in becoming 
active, what will you 
take away from this 
event 

White Cliffs is a great little town, with a community so engaging and interested in sports. 
It is unfortunate due to being remote and small, it lacks those sporting avenues. White 
Cliffs would benefit from inhouse activities. Perhaps training, funding, and mentoring 
residents to facilitate sporting activities would be of great benefit to the community. A 
yearly Active Fest event would also be beneficial. 

Links to 
Videos/Photos 

  Here is a gallery of video evidence of the above  
programs on our website: https://bit.ly/3AveC2SActiveFest 

Barriers and 
Constraints 

Isolation. Was difficult in trying to attract other services and sports to come along 
however it was fantastic having Tennis NSW and Office of Sport Dubbo staff attend.   

 



Location: Menindee 

 
Service Type 
 

 Active Fest Event – 20/06/22 

Performance Details 
Despite some youth of Menindee being away on camp those children/youth still in the community came to the 
Active Fest and had a great time. Two families travelled long distances from farms just to bring their children for an 
afternoon of socialisation and activity. The children/youth and parents/carers enjoyed having Tennis NSW mentor 
the young ones and teach them new skills. They also enjoyed all the other sporting and novelty activities provided 
by CCC staff. An OoS representative from Dubbo also got involved and enjoyed showing everyone some Volleyball 
skills. All participants sat and enjoyed a special talk from former NRL player and Black Dog Institute representative 
Wayne Wigham who spoke about Mental Wellbeing. It was a well-rounded event that left all participants with an 
enjoyable experience. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Service Type 
 

 Highlights and Constraints 

Type of Report  
 

Performance Details 

Highlights Events like these are highly valuable in places like Menindee where organic sport is almost 
non-existent here. The Active Fest gives the children that physical outlet that is needed. 
Similarly, bringing parents and community partners together also allows participants to 
access vital services which otherwise may be missed. One parent made comment that this 
was the best event Menindee has ever received. 
 
CCC love coming out here purely because of the awesome engagement we get from the 
participants. As this community receives very little engagement, the children/youth and 
parents/carers are always very appreciative of input into the community.  
 

In terms of getting 
young people active, 
what components was 
the most effective 

The different novelty group activities worked well out here to overcome the initial shyness 
from the kids. The fast 4 roll-a-ball, hula hoop competition, and tug of war all did well to 
engage the kids. Furthermore, the Laser Tag set up we use also excites the participants as 
they rarely have an opportunity to participate in this type of activity.  
 

In terms of increasing 
young people’s 
interest in becoming 
active, what will you 
take away from this 
event 
 

Menindee is a great town with a multitude of sporting talent that is unfortunately let down 
by the limited manpower and resources to deliver extended programs. Menindee would 
benefit from a regular program that facilitates sporting engagement and potentially 
rejuvenates the Rugby League in the region.  Observation taken from the event shows that 
there is a lot of natural untapped talent here that needs to be fostered, doing so will have 
a knock-on effect and bring more sporting opportunities to other surrounding towns.  
 

Links to 
Videos/Photos 

  Here is a gallery of video evidence of the above  
programs on our website: https://bit.ly/3AveC2SActiveFest 

Barriers and 
Constraints 

Isolation. Was difficult in trying to attract other services and sports to come along 
although Tennis NSW and Office of Sport Dubbo staff made the effort to attend.   

 

 



Location: Wilcannia 

 
Service Type 
 

 Active Fest Event – 21/06/22 

Performance Details 
Wilcannia has had a very traumatic past 6 months with numerous amounts of suicides and mental health issues in 
the town. Being able to deliver the Active Fest and bring the community together and distract the participants (if 
only for a short while) from such circumstances and bring something positive to the town is why we want to be 
involved. We know that physical exercise has positive effects on mental health, and what better way to do it then 
running a community event that gets people active.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Service Type 
 

 Highlights and Constraints 

Type of Report  
 

Performance Details 

Highlights Knowing the trauma this community has suffered in the recent months leading into the 
Active Fest it was fantastic to be able to bring the community together and it was a 
common response from the parents/carers that seeing the children/youth happy and 
enjoying themselves was the highlight.  Despite the disengagement at the beginning of 
the event all participants became engaged and interacted in a healthy manner. Having 
former NRL player and Black Dog Institute Wayne Wigham at the event was a timely 
reminder for the participants regarding the importance of Mental Wellbeing. Having him 
there to talk to community members along with the physical activities was the perfect 
combination to uplift this community. 

In terms of getting 
young people active, 
what components was 
the most effective 

Due to the small nature of the town, simply putting on an event where there are different 
activities that can be enjoyed by all ages and fitness levels is the key to success. Having a 
mix of main-stream and novelty games also assisted the overall effectiveness in getting 
the children active whilst in a circuit style layout.   
 

In terms of increasing 
young people’s 
interest in becoming 
active, what will you 
take away from this 
event 
 

Gaining interest in Wilcannia is not a problem, as the kids in this community love their 
sport and being physically active. The issue is having the access to play sport due to various 
circumstances. CCC have been conducting these types of events for some time now and 
have highlighted that an extended active program conducted here for kids to participate 
and enjoy what they love doing would be beneficial. Structured support for community 
members or key stakeholders would be key to the continuation of regular activity. 

Links to 
Videos/Photos 

  Here is a gallery of video evidence of the above  
programs on our website: https://bit.ly/3AveC2SActiveFest 

Barriers and 
Constraints 

Isolation. It was difficult to try and attract other services and sports to come along.  
 
Wilcannia was admittedly a tough event to run as most of the children were highly 
disengaged initially. The CCC staff did well to push through this barrier and engage with 
the children, by the end of the event all participants were engaged in a positive way. We 
found the children responded well to the musician (Horse Whyman) who played musical 
hula hoops with them. Having a familiar face such as Horse Whyman also allowed the staff 
to engage better with the participants.  
 
 



Location: Ivanhoe 

 
Service Type 
 

 Active Fest Event – 22/06/22 

Performance Details 
Having the opportunity to go to small remote areas such as Ivanhoe and showcase the Active Fest is a passion the 
CCC team possess. Small communities are always enjoyable to visit as they don’t receive many events in their areas. 
We believe these small communities are the ones that have a high need for Active Fest events and after interviewing 
a key member of the community it was evident the children/youth need more physical/socialisation opportunities 
as they reside on farming properties and don’t have the opportunities outside of school. Promoting the fact that 
being physically active helps with people’s mental health and wellbeing, is one of our main objectives and Ivanhoe 
community thoroughly enjoyed the messaging and advice given by Wayne Wigham and all the varied 
activities/sports to try.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Service Type 
 

 Highlights and Constraints 

Type of Report  
 

Performance Details 

Highlights The amount of participation and engagement with the children/youth made this event so 
enjoyable to facilitate. Having the young people approach and chat with Wayne Wigham 
(former Balmain League Star) from the Black Dog Institute is so rewarding to see that our 
message is getting across to the communities. Two local boys passionate about Rugby 
League were given sound advice from Wayne on what they can do to work towards their 
goal of playing in the big league. 
Only a small percentage of children/youth stated they play sport. To be able to showcase 
a variety of different sport for them to try out will hopefully pique some interest to play a 
sport or some form of physical activity. 
 

In terms of getting 
young people active, 
what components was 
the most effective 

Setting up the sessions into a circuit rotation works very well as it allows the children to 
play a variety of sports and activities. With having a small intimate group, the staff can 
move along with their groups and participate in the different activities with them. 
 

In terms of increasing 
young people’s 
interest in becoming 
active, what will you 
take away from this 
event 
 

Like White Cliffs, training and mentoring local residents to facilitate sporting activities 
would be of great benefit to the community to keep active. A yearly Active Fest event 
would also be of great benefit. 
 

Links to 
Videos/Photos 

  Here is a gallery of video evidence of the above  
programs on our website: https://bit.ly/3AveC2SActiveFest 

Barriers and 
Constraints 

Isolation. Was difficult in trying to attract other services and sports to come along.   

 

 

 



Location: Dubbo 

 
Service Type 
 

 Active Fest Event – 24/06/22 

Performance Details 
CCC primarily operates in towns west of Dubbo, it was fantastic to be able to deliver this product in the hub of the 
Central West. Whilst children/youth have many sports available within Dubbo, events like the Active Fest bring so 
much more. It is a great opportunity for community members to come together, socialise, get active, and have 
access to services they may not have been aware of. It was evident by that judging by the number of participants 
that even a town of this size is needing events like this especially after the Covid lockdowns etc. CCC are aware that 
physical activity comes hand in hand with good mental health, the Active Fest gives people an opportunity to get 
back into the community and engage through sporting activities.  
 
 
 
 
 

Service Type 
 

 Highlights and Constraints 

Type of Report  
 

Performance Details 

Highlights This event gives children the opportunity to have exposure to different sports and 
potentially move into regular physical recreation.  
One parent approached us and said how good the day was, because their child was 
running around doing activities, she got a free coffee from the coffee van and was able to 
listen to live music. It suggests having other sorts of entertainment and the coffee van hits 
the mark as the parents enjoy the event too and more likely to bring their children along 
for the physical activities. Catering for all ages was also something the parents noted as it 
meant they could relax knowing all their children/youth were happy and active. 
The Dubbo event had NRL, Little Athletics and Cricket NSW attend. Having different 
sporting organisations come together and engage with the community and the children 
was great. In conjunction with the CCC staff and the sporting organisations the 
engagement worked very well.  

In terms of getting 
young people active, 
what components was 
the most effective 

Holding a large array of activities in a circuit style function tends to be the key – it highly 
engages children/youth for a short amount of time which increases overall participation 
throughout the event. Furthermore, breaking them into groups and running both 
mainstream and novelty games is effective in engaging all participants. The session is 2 
hours in length for which the children are exercising the whole time without knowing, as 
they are having so much fun.  
We were fortunate enough to have Services NSW attend this event too. They had a laptop 
setup and were able to generate active kids vouchers on the spot for parents and provide 
other sorts of information and what vouchers are available to them.  

In terms of increasing 
young people’s 
interest in becoming 
active, what will you 
take away from this 
event 

Many kids even in the Dubbo area may not be confident enough to sign up for regular 
weekend sport. The Active Fest highlights a new approach to get kids active. A similar 8–
10-week program may be a good starting point in addressing this. While it provides 
continuous engagement for all involved it also allows kids to try different sports and learn 
core skills like catch, pass, running jumping throwing etc and build the confidence up to 
then play one of the mainstream sports.  

Links to 
Videos/Photos 

  Here is a gallery of video evidence of the above  
programs on our website: https://bit.ly/3AveC2SActiveFest 

Barriers and 
Constraints 

We still had a great turnout but unlike smaller communities we have run these events at, 
those communities don’t have regular sport, so they come to our events at any 
opportunity. Dubbo has many sporting options for kids to choose from. This is a great 
thing however with this, it is impossible to put an event on that doesn’t clash with other 
sporting activities.  



Location: Collarenebri  

 
Service Type 
 

 Active Fest Event – 28/06/22 

Performance Details 
Collarenebri community really enjoyed the Active Fest. Knowing remote communities such as this don’t receive 
many opportunities like this makes the delivery very rewarding. It is evident that the children/youth of Collarenebri 
want the opportunities to get active in a more fun and less confronting environment. This community interacted 
very well together and enjoyed being able to get together in a social fun setting. The main feedback received was 
that having the variety of activities/sports to try was the highlight. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Service Type 
 

 Highlights and Constraints 

Type of Report  
 

Performance Details 

Highlights The community spirit was outstanding at Collarenebri, we had to change venues last 
minute prior to the event and the community was able to communicate effectively to get 
the public to the event. The CCC staff interactions and participation with the young people 
was very rewarding and we found it to be extremely engaging. Having the Youth Council 
staff support the program and get involved with the activities was amazing to see. 
 
CCC showcases different sports and activities available to the children/youth. Additionally, 
this engages children to participate in a physical manner that may otherwise be unwilling 
to try sports in a different setting. In this case the children are so engaged in the activities, 
they don’t even realise that they have been physically active for 2 hours. 
 
 

In terms of getting 
young people active, 
what components was 
the most effective 

The CCC staff are enthusiastic and participate in the activities which is one of the most 
effective components in getting the young people active. It supports the young people 
that may not be as confident in doing the activities, by encouraging the participants to try 
the different sports and activities, this then helps engage the children to participate in the 
activities provided. 
 

In terms of increasing 
young people’s 
interest in becoming 
active, what will you 
take away from this 
event 
 

In Collarenebri, Rugby League is the only sport played, even then Colly struggle to fulfill 
numbers to form teams in the Barwon Darling competition. The Active Fest provides a 
good insight into different sports and activities to provide young people variety in physical 
activity. More of these events are certainly needed for Collarenebri and other Far West 
communities.  
 

Links to 
Videos/Photos 

  Here is a gallery of video evidence of the above  
programs on our website: https://bit.ly/3AveC2SActiveFest 

Barriers and 
Constraints 

Isolation. Was difficult to attract other services and sports to come along.   
The Collarenebri Sportsground was flooded. We had to change venues last minute prior 
to the event and the community was able to communicate effectively to get the public 
there. 

 

 



Location: Lightning Ridge  

 
Service Type 
 

 Active Fest Event – 29/06/22 

Performance Details 
It was only 2 years ago that we held an event in Lightning Ridge and had 5 kids come. Fast forward to now…  We 
have delivered 3 Active Fests in that time for Lightning Ridge with over 500 attendees in total. The great work 
Murray Newham put in whilst with Office of Sport in the Far West laid a great platform for the success of these 
programs as the variety of different sports is the key to attracting a large audience. Participants commented on how 
great the atmosphere was and being able to see their children/youth get active and socialise. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Service Type 
 

 Highlights and Constraints 

Type of Report  
 

Performance Details 

Highlights In Lightning Ridge, these events are highly valuable especially due to the remote nature 
of the town. We understand that there are limited sporting opportunities due to the lack 
of sporting infrastructure, so holding events such as the Active Fest is critical in both 
engaging and getting children active in the community.  
 
A local musician called Duckie Dennis came and played at this event. He was great, not 
only was it a familiar face that the kids knew, but he himself engaged with the kids by 
playing musical hula hoops/hula hoop game and limbo which the kids really enjoyed.  It is 
important to engage and be a catalyst for engagement when running these events to 
ensure we are doing the best we can for these remote communities.  
 
 

In terms of getting 
young people active, 
what components was 
the most effective 

The circuit style activities with an array of different games throughout the event worked 
well. It captures the children’s attention for a short timespan which increases their overall 
engagement whilst at each activity. Secondly, running both novelty and main-stream 
sports also works well as there is something for all ages and fitness levels. The 2-hour 
session of full activity flies by without them realising they are exercising.  
 

In terms of increasing 
young people’s 
interest in becoming 
active, what will you 
take away from this 
event 
 

In Lightning Ridge, continuous engagement of this style of activity would be of great use 
– potentially an 8–10-week program where children/youth can engage and learn core 
sporting skills to increase overall confidence to join a local sporting team. We surveyed 
the children/youth, and many said they did not play regular sport due to limited 
infrastructure, maybe an activity like this on an extended timeline could supplement this.   
 

Links to 
Videos/Photos 

 Here is a gallery of video evidence of the above  
programs on our website: https://bit.ly/3AveC2SActiveFest  

Barriers and 
Constraints 

This was the third Active Fest in under 2 years we have delivered in Lightning Ridge and 
whilst we changed activities, we need more variety and more engagement from other 
sporting organisations to get involved.  
 

 

 



Location: Walgett  

 
Service Type 
 

 Active Fest Event – 30/06/22 

Performance Details 
Working together with other sporting organisations and service providers is key in meeting the common goal. The 
Walgett Active Fest was a prime example of this. CCC having the opportunity to provide a focal attraction such as 
these events is a great tool to bringing both the above and community together to deliver the message of 
importance of physical activity and the benefits it has on mental health and wellbeing. It was evident that the 
community appreciated being able to attend and try varied structured activities and being able to come together 
with other members of the community. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Service Type 
 

 Highlights and Constraints 

Type of Report  
 

Performance Details 

Highlights Several local youths from the PCYC & Far West Academy attended to help with the 
sporting activities and rotations throughout the session, it was great to see the sense of 
community participation and engagement.  
 
An event like this is extremely valuable to a community like Walgett, the variety of sporting 
activities is a great way to get young people active. Giving the young people a taste of the 
wide array of sporting activities will in hope provide young people the interest in taking 
up the sport or other recreational activity. 
 

In terms of getting 
young people active, 
what components was 
the most effective 

For Walgett we set up 2 different rotations that catered for the older and younger groups, 
this was a key component in getting everyone active. It gave everyone the opportunity to 
participate in the sporting activities. With the younger groups our staff were able to rotate 
with the children and be able to engage more with the groups. 
 

In terms of increasing 
young people’s 
interest in becoming 
active, what will you 
take away from this 
event 
 

The community of Walgett has great support in keeping young people active, in the likes 
of the PCYC team. The community is clearly interested in sporting activities, this just needs 
to be continually supported to help young people continue to stay physically active.  
 

Links to 
Videos/Photos 

  Here is a gallery of video evidence of the above  
programs on our website: https://bit.ly/3AveC2SActiveFest 

Barriers and 
Constraints 

This was the third Active Fest in under 2 years we have delivered in Walgett and whilst we 
changed the activities, we need more variety and more engagement from other sporting 
organisations to get involved.  
 

 

 

 

 



Location: Raglan  

 
Service Type 
 

 Active Fest Event – 04/07/22 

Performance Details 
We do some much work in the Far West, it’s nice to come here and provide the same experience to the children in 
the Bathurst surrounds. As we know, the past couple of years the covid lockdowns have had an ill effect on the 
mental health of people across NSW – we understand that physical exercise is beneficial to improving such things. 
CCC take pride in being able to up lift community spirits by putting on an event such as this whilst doing something 
we enjoy. This community felt the messaging around mental health and wellbeing was a highlight of the event. 
Lastly, a staff member grew up in Raglan and it was a great opportunity to give back to the community.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Service Type 
 

 Highlights and Constraints 

Type of Report  
 

Performance Details 

Highlights I feel that the number of children and how engaged their parents were for the duration of 
the event was the most rewarding aspect. It’s great to see parents and children interacting 
through sport and providing a positive physical outlet into communities such as Raglan 
even despite the freezing conditions. 
 
Here it is highly valuable to hold this event as many of the children/youth we surveyed 
stated they do not play a weekend sport – this may be due many factors. The Active Fest 
allows children/youth opportunity to engage in both novelty and mainstream sports and 
interact with other children – this brings the community together and potentially directs 
participants to frequent sporting opportunities. 
 

In terms of getting 
young people active, 
what components was 
the most effective 

The group circuit activities allowed engagement between children/youth and our staff, 
providing activities such as Laser Tag, ultimate frisbee, hockey, volleyball, and fast 4 tag 
just to name a few is very effective. Having many different activities in a circuit style layout 
tends to be most effective when engaging the children.  
 

In terms of increasing 
young people’s 
interest in becoming 
active, what will you 
take away from this 
event 
 

We noticed a lot of kids were a bit shy at first and then warmed up to the activities/staff 
later. This would translate to those kids not being confident enough to sign up to regular 
weekend sport too. Especially being from a small village to then participating in a large 
city becomes quite daunting. This program breaks that initial barrier down and engages 
effectively with the kids. CCC have had discussions with council and are looking at 
potentially building a half-court basketball court in the park at Raglan which would then 
provide another avenue of physical activity for the children/youths of Raglan.  
 

Links to 
Videos/Photos 

  Here is a gallery of video evidence of the above  
programs on our website: https://bit.ly/3AveC2SActiveFest 

Barriers and 
Constraints 

Freezing temperature. If we had the choice of time of the year, we would host these 
events in Autumn or Spring leading into summer or winter sporting competitions.   

 

 

 



Location: Portland 

 
Service Type 
 

 Active Fest Event – 05/07/22 

Performance Details 
The CCC team wanted the opportunity to be able to deliver the Active fest event to the community of Portland, so 
we can showcase the variety of sporting activities in hope to get young people into sporting clubs or other 
recreational activities. Combining varied structured activities, live music, coffee, and Black Dog Institute 
representative speak about mental wellbeing was the perfect combination and well received by the community. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Service Type 
 

 Highlights and Constraints 

Type of Report  
 

Performance Details 

Highlights Having the event take place in the Foundation Building was amazing, with the live musician 
it brought a fun filled day. This had the community enjoying themselves and the 
children/youth having fun and engaged in the activities. The event is very valuable in 
getting children/youth active, small communities such as Portland do not get a lot of 
opportunities to have organisations come and put an event on. One parent commented 
“very clever to include music, parents were enjoying toe tapping to music good vibe. Multi 
skilled activities well instructed and supported by staff. Sheer enjoyment. Mental health 
talk to open conversations into everyday life. Simple but essential messages about 
negative self-talk and ok to put hand up”. 
 

In terms of getting 
young people active, 
what components was 
the most effective 

Moving the event indoors was probably the most effective way of getting kids active. We 
still managed a great turn out despite the cold, wet and windy weather which felt like the 
temperature was -4 degrees.  
The range of activities and fun warm up games such as tug war, and hula hoop competition 
were the most effective component to get the participants active. This is a good way to 
get everyone involved and eased into groups to rotate around the sporting activities. 
 

In terms of increasing 
young people’s 
interest in becoming 
active, what will you 
take away from this 
event 
 

There is a great interest in the young people becoming active, because Portland is in such 
a cold climate, sport is hard to play all year round. Wallerawang is not that far away and 
have a great Indoor Sports Centre. To get more people in these 2 communities active, 
more emphasis needs to be put on indoor sports. This can be achieved with a weekly 
multi-sport program that entails sports like basketball, volleyball, netball, futsal, hockey 
etc. This would be beneficial in giving the children/young people the opportunity to gain 
sporting skills, confidence, and interest in trying out different sports.  
 
 

Links to 
Videos/Photos 

  Here is a gallery of video evidence of the above  
programs on our website: https://bit.ly/3AveC2SActiveFest 

Barriers and 
Constraints 

Freezing temperature. If we had the choice of time of the year, we would host these 
events in Autumn or Spring leading into summer or winter sporting competitions.   
Moving the event indoors was probably the most effective way of getting kids active. We 
still managed a great turn out despite the cold, wet and windy weather. If we kept it 
outdoors, we wouldn’t have had one person turn up.  
 



Location: Lithgow 

 
Service Type 
 

 Active Fest Event – 06/07/22 

Performance Details 
Having the opportunity to run an event in Lithgow brings new life and opportunities to the town. Engaging with new 
people and community partners is a key outcome we intended to achieve, so doing this here ticked all the boxes. 
Parents enjoyed the well-rounded approach by providing something for all ages, including the entertainment and 
free coffee for the adults. This created a fantastic atmosphere that everyone could enjoy. Parents agreed that an 8-
week program similar to the Active Fest would be beneficial to this community. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Service Type 
 

 Highlights and Constraints 

Type of Report  
 

Performance Details 

Highlights Holding an event such as this allows children who are not confident enough to join a 
weekend or regular sport, break down the initial barrier in a group environment and 
allows children to engage with other children. This couldn’t have been more evident when 
a Sudanese parent approached me at the end of the event asking me how her son could 
sign up for basketball? I was able to direct the parent straight to the Basketball stadium 
manager who was present and gave her forms on how her boy can sign up. This happening 
is exactly the outcomes we were aiming to achieve and the reason why we are delivering 
Active Fests. At the basketball station praise was given to the young boy who had never 
played before but was loving it! The parent was taking photos of him, and he couldn’t 
wipe the smile from his face.  
 For this event we had great parental engagement and musician (David Webb). Coupled 
with the great engagement from the children themselves – it is always a better event 
when parents and children are engaging in the activities together and today was a prime 
example of that.  

In terms of getting 
young people active, 
what components was 
the most effective 

Having a circuit style layout works well. We broke them into age groups so they could 
interact with their friends and other children/youth of a similar age. Secondly, providing 
differing activities of a mainstream and novelty nature worked well also. All the children 
enjoyed the Laser Tag station which was something new for them – but overall, the 
staff/parental engagement is the catalyst to having high participation while running really 
engaging activities.  

In terms of increasing 
young people’s 
interest in becoming 
active, what will you 
take away from this 
event 
 

New approaches to getting children/youth active needs to be explored, a lot of these 
children/youth may not be confident enough to join a mainstream sport such a Soccer or 
Rugby League. Offering children/youth an alternative outlet such as the Active Fest could 
be a suitable supplement to mainstream sports. An 8–10-week program should be on offer 
to allow children/youth to try new sports while learning core skills like catching, passing, 
running, jumping, and throwing and build the confidence up to want to play a mainstream 
sport. Many of the children said they did not play regular sport, so an 8–10-week program 
would be useful in engaging kids in this area.  

Links to 
Videos/Photos 

 Here is a gallery of video evidence of the above  
programs on our website: https://bit.ly/3AveC2SActiveFest 

Barriers and 
Constraints 

Freezing temperature. If we had the choice of time of the year, we would host these 
events in Autumn or Spring leading into summer or winter sporting competitions.   
Moving the event indoors was probably the most effective way of getting children/youth 
active. We still managed a great turn out despite the cold, wet and windy weather. If we 
kept it outdoors, we wouldn’t have received any participants.  



Location: Wallerawang 

 
Service Type 
 

 Active Fest Event – 07/07/22 

Performance Details 
To be able to deliver the Active Fest to the community of Wallerawang was a joy for the CCC staff. All participants 
enjoyed the array of activities available, the messaging around mental health and wellbeing, and the live 
entertainment. Small communities tend to miss out on big events such as these, to be able to take the Active Fest 
and showcase the assortment of sporting activities and benefits of being physical activity was well received and 
appreciate by this community. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Service Type 
 

 Highlights and Constraints 

Type of Report  
 

Performance Details 

Highlights The most engaging part of the event was the participation of the children/youth, they just 
got right in and had fun with the activities. We had an amazing turnout with a great deal 
of returning families from our prior events in the local area of Portland and Lithgow. This 
is a sure sign that these small communities need more events of this nature. 
 
Wallerawang has never had an event like this which aims at getting children/youth active 
and not many events are held in the small community of Wallerawang in general.  
 
 

In terms of getting 
young people active, 
what components was 
the most effective 

Like Portland, moving the event indoors was probably the most effective way of getting 
children/youth active. We still managed a great turn out despite the cold, wet and windy 
weather. If we kept it outdoors, we would have had no participants attend so it was 
beneficial delivering out of the Indoor Sports Centre.  
Staff being enthusiastic and engaging in the activities is a key component in getting 
children/youth active. Starting the event off with a few novelty games is always a great 
way to get everyone moving and excited for the sporting activities. 
 

In terms of increasing 
young people’s 
interest in becoming 
active, what will you 
take away from this 
event 

There is a great interest in the young people becoming active. To get more people in 
Wallerawang active, more emphasis needs to be put on indoor sports. This can be 
achieved with a weekly multi-sport program that entails sports like basketball, volleyball, 
netball, futsal, hockey etc. This would be beneficial to give the children/youth the 
opportunity to gain sporting skills, confidence, and interest in trying out different sports.  
 

Links to 
Videos/Photos 

  Here is a gallery of video evidence of the above  
programs on our website: https://bit.ly/3AveC2SActiveFest 

Barriers and 
Constraints 

Freezing temperature. If we had the choice of time of the year, we would host these 
events in Autumn or Spring leading into summer or winter sporting competitions.   
Moving the event indoors was probably the most effective way of getting kids active. We 
still managed a great turn out despite the cold, wet and windy weather. 
 
 

 



Location: Kelso 

 
Service Type 
 

 Active Fest Event – 08/07/22 

Performance Details 
CCC have delivered different programs in Kelso in previous years, and it was fantastic to have the opportunity to 
come back and deliver the Active Fest and engage with community members again. As with other communities it is 
apparent that the need for social activity to bring together the community after the covid lockdowns to encourage 
physical activity and the benefits to our mental health and wellbeing is much needed. Bringing community partners 
together is an important component especially in low socio-economic areas like Kelso. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Service Type 
 

 Highlights and Constraints 

Type of Report  
 

Performance Details 

Highlights The amount of community engagement at Kelso was excellent. Having the AFL Giants, 
Little Athletics, NSWRL, NRL and Centacare Bathurst attend and work together to put a 
wonderful event on gives the community an even greater experience. Everyone was 
engaged and having fun. Despite the freezing conditions we had 100+ children/youth 
attend the event; it was fantastic to see them all have such a good time. 
 
The event is highly valuable as it gives the children/youth the chance to stay active and 
enjoy the activities. We had more sporting organisations and a couple of volunteer High 
School PE teachers delivering activities which was a bonus. One of them showed CCC a 
great new warm-up game called Pac-Man which is a great resource to have at future 
events.  
 

In terms of getting 
young people active, 
what components was 
the most effective 

Starting with novelty games such as Pac man, basketball pressure and tug-o-war is a great 
way to warm up while people still register. The range of sporting activities such as AFL, 
Basketball, Hockey, League Tag, and Laser Tag is a key component in getting everyone 
active and having a good time. 
 

In terms of increasing 
young people’s 
interest in becoming 
active, what will you 
take away from this 
event 
 

Continuing the interest in becoming active is the key, starting an 8–10-week program that 
engages in a variety of sports and core skills would benefit children/youth. Encouragement 
and engagement in physical activities would help with promoting physical activity and 
gaining confidence in moving into mainstream sporting activities. We have successfully 
delivered programs out of the Kelso Community Hub and would love to be able to provide 
regular participation for these families.  
 

Links to 
Videos/Photos 

  Here is a gallery of video evidence of the above  
programs on our website: https://bit.ly/3AveC2SActiveFest 

Barriers and 
Constraints 

Freezing temperature. If we had the choice of time of the year, we would host these 
events in Autumn or Spring leading into summer or winter sporting competitions.   

 

 

 

 



Location: Gulgong  

 
Service Type 
 

 Active Fest Event – 12/07/22 

Performance Details 
We are aware the covid lockdowns have affected all parts of NSW including the mid-west, we enjoy bringing 
something that brings the community together such as the Active Fest and leaves people with a positive feeling on 
completion of the event. Gulgong community made plenty of comments regarding how well the event was 
structured and were so happy to see their children/youth able to try different sports and activities in an environment 
that provided such a great atmosphere for all. They also appreciated and enjoyed the messaging from Black Dog 
Institute. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Service Type 
 

 Highlights and Constraints 

Type of Report  
 

Performance Details 

Highlights The amazing number of participants here was the highlight of the day. As Gulgong is a 
small community it’s fantastic to see the community support our event which in turn 
creates a better atmosphere on the day. Secondly, Pooka the Clown performed some 
magic entertainment which the kids really enjoyed.  
 
For a small community like Gulgong, the Active Fest is pivotal in getting kids active. CCC 
understand that some of these areas struggle with regular sport due to their locations, so 
the Active Fests see to it that kids are physically engaged in a positive setting. 
 
 

In terms of getting 
young people active, 
what components was 
the most effective 

Firstly, the communication of Gulgong local community shown through the number of 
participants here is key to getting kids active by attending the event. Secondly, the 
parental engagement along with our activities such as fast 4 tag, laser tag, hockey, 
athletics, and soccer just to name a few is highly effective in engaging the kids. Breaking 
the children into groups and running a circuit style event engages them in high manner 
for a short amount of time while exercising. The 2-hour event flies by without the kids 
knowing that they have been exercising the entire time.  
 
 

In terms of increasing 
young people’s 
interest in becoming 
active, what will you 
take away from this 
event 
 

Having near 160 people attend this Active Fest suggests families in Gulgong do want to be 
physically active. This event was by far the biggest percentage of attendance per 
population of any active fests we delivered. Being a small community awareness of sports 
isn’t an issue as word-of-mouth travels quickly. Like all locations offering more variety 
would increase participation. Rugby League, Netball, Swimming and Cricket are pretty 
much the only sports they can do in town.  
 

Links to 
Videos/Photos 

 Here is a gallery of video evidence of the above  
programs on our website: https://bit.ly/3AveC2SActiveFest  

Barriers and 
Constraints 

Active Fest would be more beneficial in either Autumn or Spring.  

 



Location: Mudgee  

 
Service Type 
 

 Active Fest Event – 13/07/22 

Performance Details 
The Mudgee Active Fest event had a fantastic feel-good vibe and the participants really enjoyed listening to Black 
Dog Institute representative and former NRL player Wayne Wigham talk about mental health and wellbeing. 
Everyone tried the different sports/activities on offer and left with a great experience to remember. Some 
comments parents made were “I haven’t seen my kids for 1.5 hours they are having so much fun”, and “it’s great 
seeing the kids try different sports and that it is open to all ages”. 

 
 
 
 
 

Service Type 
 

 Highlights and Constraints 

Type of Report  
 

Performance Details 

Highlights Not only does an event like this break down the initial barrier to participate in today’s 
activities, but it also instils confidence in the children to take up regular physical activity 
such as weekend sports as well.  Furthermore, conducting the activities in a group setting 
allows children to interact with other children outside of school in a safe positive 
environment. 
 
We ran several really engaging activities throughout the event, but particularly today they 
enjoyed the dice game and the scream game. The kids loved it and made the event even 
more enjoyable seeing that our work is being appreciated shown through the smiles on 
the children/youths faces. The other sources of entertainment to make this a real festival 
feel worked exceptionally well. We had a magician; musician and the 3 wise women coffee 
van ran by Barnardos as part of their Beyond the Barb Wire Program. The other highlight 
was every parent thanking us at the end of the event saying how great it was. We’ve had 
great feedback from all events but none better than Mudgee. Some parents even sent in 
emails thanking CCC for the event. 
 

In terms of getting 
young people active, 
what components was 
the most effective 

As previously stated, initially engaging the children in the dice and scream game got all 
the kids highly involved early on, setting the precedence for the rest of the session. Once 
we broke them into age groups and started the rotations as normal, this excitement and 
highly level of engagement continued throughout the session. The Mudgee event included 
great activities like hockey, soccer, league tag, volleyball, badminton and then combined 
with novelty games like laser tag, running mats and tug-o-war game. They exercised for 
nearly 2 hours but wouldn’t have noticed as they were having so much fun. 
 

In terms of increasing 
young people’s 
interest in becoming 
active, what will you 
take away from this 
event 

Even in Mudgee we see children that are disengaged from regular weekend sport, this 
Active Fest is a good supplement and positive push to join a sporting team and regularly 
participate in physical exercise. The Active Fest ran yearly coupled with an extended 
program could supplement and be a catalyst for getting kids physically active outside of 
school.  
 

Links to 
Videos/Photos 

 Here is a gallery of video evidence of the above  
programs on our website: https://bit.ly/3AveC2SActiveFest  

Barriers and 
Constraints 

Active Fest would be more beneficial in either Autumn or Spring. 



Location: Kandos 

 
Service Type 
 

 Active Fest Event – 14/07/22 

Performance Details 
Having the opportunity to go to small rural areas such as Kandos and showcase the active fest is a passion the CCC 
team have. Small communities are always enjoyable to go to, the engagement is always great. We believe these 
small communities are the ones that should have these Active Fest events as it’s a way to bring the community 
together and participate in something fun. Promoting that being physically active benefits people’s mental health 
and wellbeing, is one of our main aims. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Service Type 
 

 Highlights and Constraints 

Type of Report  
 

Performance Details 

Highlights As the small communities like Kandos don’t receive many community events, the Active 
Fest is a great way to showcase a range of sporting activities and getting children/youth 
active. 
Pooka the Clown entertain was an amazing addition to have with us on the event. The 
pure joy and entertainment the children and parents/carers received is wonderful to see. 
Having entertainment at these types of events puts the attendees in such high spirits and 
that is one of the main goals. 
 
 

In terms of getting 
young people active, 
what components was 
the most effective 

Staff engagement with the young people was the most effective way in getting young 
people, from something simple as hit a tennis ball up the air for the children to catch, to a 
scream race. Just interacting with the young people is beneficial in getting them physically 
active. 
 

In terms of increasing 
young people’s 
interest in becoming 
active, what will you 
take away from this 
event 
 

An 8-10 week sporting program, engaging young people in core fundamental sporting 
skills with a wide range, would be great in keeping the interest in becoming active. This 
will in hope give the confidence in young people to continue being active and sourcing 
sporting or recreational groups.  
 

Links to 
Videos/Photos 

  Here is a gallery of video evidence of the above  
programs on our website: https://bit.ly/3AveC2SActiveFest 

Barriers and 
Constraints 

Active Fest would be more beneficial in either Autumn or Spring. 

 

 

 

 

 



Location: Louth 

 
Service Type 
 

 Active Fest Event – 06/09/22 

Performance Details 
We’ve successfully delivered the Active Fest throughout the majority of NSW from Lithgow 
to Broken Hill, but never Louth, it was exciting to visit a new town and introduce our 
organisation and the Active Fest to the children/youth. Delivering these types of events in 
isolated communities with a small population is just as valuable as delivering in a larger 
community.  
 
We are geared up for larger events but enjoyed a smaller group this time at the Louth Public 
School, this allowed for a more meaningful engagement with all participants.  
 

Service Type 
 

 Highlights and Constraints 

Type of Report  
 

Performance Details 

Highlights The most engaging part of this event was the Laser Tag, none of the participants had 
ever played Laser Tag before and they were all very excited to have a go. Furthermore, 
this event was conducted during school hours which gave the teachers a well needed 
break. Again, with these smaller communities they love to play the games provided but 
all the children seemed to enjoy speaking with CCC staff as a new face in town. Its 
enjoyable to engage with children/youth both through activities and a conversation over 
lunch.  
 
 

In terms of getting 
young people active, 
what components was 
the most effective 

Due to the small population of Louth, we adjusted our usual delivery model. We 
conducted activities in a circuit style however had a singular group, this allowed for 
greater engagement from all participants. As this event was conducted at Louth Public 
School during school hours, it was very effective in engaging participants and there was a 
good, healthy amount of friendly competition between classmates.  
 
 
 

In terms of increasing 
young people’s 
interest in becoming 
active, what will you 
take away from this 
event 

The students at Louth Public School are very active and eager to participate in a form of 
sport, lack of sporting opportunity due to the remote area disadvantages these students. 
Continuous engagement allowing children/youth to have a physical outlet outside of 
school would be beneficial. Louth would benefit from inhouse activities. Perhaps training, 
funding, and mentoring local residents to facilitate sporting activities would be of great 
benefit to the community. A yearly Active Fest event would also be beneficial. 
 
 
 

Links to 
Videos/Photos 

  Here is a gallery of video evidence of the above  
programs on our website: https://bit.ly/3AveC2SActiveFest 

Barriers and 
Constraints 

Due to the remoteness and distance to Louth, plus inclement weather causing road 
closures, makes it very difficult for service providers to run programs in the Louth 
community. Population is very small which makes the return on investment minimal 
however it is crucial to still service areas such us this. 
 
 
 
 



Location: Enngonia 

 
Service Type 
 

 Active Fest Event – 07/09/22 

Performance Details 
CCC appreciated the opportunity to deliver the Active Fest to the community of Enngonia. As always staff 
delivered activities in a high and engaging manner to allow participants to walk away with a positive experience. 
Opportunities such as the Active Fest is limited due to the remote location here in Enngonia. As with Louth, 
delivering these types of events in isolated communities with a small population is just as valuable as delivering in 
a larger community.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Service Type 
 

 Highlights and Constraints 

Type of Report  
 

Performance Details 

Highlights In Enngonia, these events are highly valuable especially due to the remote nature of the 
town. CCC understand that there are limited sporting opportunities due to the lack of 
sporting infrastructure, so holding events such as the Active Fest is critical in both 
engaging and getting children/youth active in the community. Furthermore, CCC 
engaged students from Distance Education who travelled in for the event and engaged 
with other children/youth which may be a rarity for them.  
 
 
 

In terms of getting 
young people active, 
what components was 
the most effective 

Firstly, CCC ran the Active Fest at Enngonia Public School during school hours, so it was 
effective in getting the children/youth active and gave them an opportunity to step away 
from the classroom for a short period of time. The smaller number of participants meant 
CCC staff had a better staff to participant ratio which allows for more meaningful 
engagement. Similarly, having the teachers assisting in the activities and participating 
with the students allows interaction in a fun and beneficial way. 
 
 

In terms of increasing 
young people’s 
interest in becoming 
active, what will you 
take away from this 
event 
 

The students at Enngonia Public School are very active and eager to participate in a form 
of sport, lack of sporting opportunity due to the remote area disadvantages these 
students. Continuous engagement allowing children/youth to have a physical outlet 
outside of school would be beneficial. Enngonia would benefit from inhouse activities. 
Perhaps training, funding, and mentoring local residents to facilitate sporting activities 
would be of great benefit to the community. A yearly Active Fest event would also be 
beneficial. 
 
 

Links to 
Videos/Photos 

  Here is a gallery of video evidence of the above  
programs on our website: https://bit.ly/3AveC2SActiveFest 

Barriers and 
Constraints 

Isolation. Was difficult to attract other services and sports to come along.   
 
 

 

 



Location: Bourke  

 
Service Type 
 

 Active Fest Event – 07/09/22 

Performance Details 
CCC conducted this event at Davidson Oval as an afterschool event. CCC have worked extensively in Bourke and 
are aware that there are issues with youth engagement in this community and we want to give our best in 
addressing that issue. Events such as the Active Fest assists with the overall engagement of children/youth here as 
it provides a positive outlet to socialise with other members of the community and be physically active.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Service Type 
 

 Highlights and Constraints 

Type of Report  
 

Performance Details 

Highlights The most engaging part of this event was touch football. Football is the chosen sport of 
Indigenous children/youth, so it is great to incorporate this activity into the event.  
 
As mentioned above disengagement within the Bourke community extends to parental 
disengagement also. It was an absolute highlight seeing parents attend, socialising, and 
assisting CCC staff with activities.  
 
 

In terms of getting 
young people active, 
what components was 
the most effective 

The circuit style activities with an array of different games throughout the event worked 
well. It captures the children’s attention for a short timespan which increases their overall 
engagement while at each activity. Secondly, running both novelty and main-stream 
sports also works well as there is something for all ages and fitness levels. The 2-hour 
session of full activity flies by without them realising they are exercising.  
 

In terms of increasing 
young people’s 
interest in becoming 
active, what will you 
take away from this 
event 
 

In Bourke, continuous engagement of this style of activity would be a great use – 
potentially an 8–10-week program to nurture the raw talent the children/youth of this 
community have. Bourke relies on a couple of local families to run all sporting clubs 
within the community and to stop the burnout of these volunteers more emphasis needs 
to be put on parental support and involvement. This in turn will assist with closing the 
gap on disengagement issues within the community. 
 
 
 

Links to 
Videos/Photos 

 Here is a gallery of video evidence of the above  
programs on our website: https://bit.ly/3AveC2SActiveFest  

Barriers and 
Constraints 

Disengagement within the community. 
 
 

 

 

 



OUTCOMES  
 

At all Active Fest events participants received positive messages around mental health, signs to look for if feeling 
down, services to speak with in local areas and nationally. These messages were primarily delivered by a Black Dog 
Institute Representative and the locations this was not possible, CCC staff, who are trained by Black Dog Institute, 
delivered the messages. Feedback received through surveys showed that members of the community received a lot 
from these messages and felt it was a great opportunity to open conversations at home with their child/children. 
Adding this component to events is key to ensuring that participants are breaking down barriers around the stigma 
and understanding the link between physical exercise and mental wellbeing. 
 
During all events participants got active, participating in lots of varied activities. Laser Tag particularly was a big hit 
as this activity is not generally available within these communities. Parents either interacted with their children 
participating with them or enjoyed spectating on the side taking videos and photos of their child/children which 
was fantastic. The festival style delivery adding live music and free coffee was something the parents/carers felt 
made these events an all-inclusive event and created a feel-good atmosphere encouraging social interaction. 
Everyone was smiling and having fun, whilst not even realising they were exercising.  
 
Out of 886 surveys completed 315 stated they do not participate in any physical activity. Whilst this shows that 
there are physically active people within the communities over 35% is a large number of inactive community 
members. Feedback received proved that whilst people are participating in some form of activity, events that 
incorporate varied activities/sports to try with a festival feel is much needed within these communities. Given that 
a lot of these communities have a limited choice of different sports they can partake in everyone enjoyed the 
variation. Walking, swimming, and gym were a common response to the form of physical activity among the adults, 
whilst Football and Soccer where the most common amongst children/youth. 
 
The opportunity to visit small rural areas such as Kandos for example and showcase the Active Fest is a passion the 
CCC team have. Small communities are always enjoyable to go to, the engagement is always fantastic. We believe 
these small communities are the ones that should have these Active Fest events as it’s a way to bring the community 
together and participate in something fun whilst promoting that being physically active benefits people’s mental 
health and wellbeing, which is one of our main objectives. 

BARRIERS AND CONSTRAINTS  
 

Rain – The events scheduled for Portland, Lithgow and Wallerawang had to be brought indoors due to heavy rainfall.  
Freezing temperatures - If we had the choice of time of year, we would host these events in Autumn or Spring 
leading into summer or winter sporting competitions.   
Lack of lead in time after notification of funding for the preparation and delivery time considering the large number 
of events to be conducted over a large geographical area. 

OPPORTUNITIES  
 

To make Active Fests a regular program of Creative Community Concepts.  
To expand to other locations across the state.  
A lot of children/youth may not be confident to play or sign up to a mainstream sport like Soccer or Rugby League, 
so we need to look for a new approach to get children/youth active. The Active Fest is a great starting point, followed 
by an 8–10-week program on offer for children/youth to come and try different sports, learn core skills like catch, 
pass, running jumping throwing etc and build the confidence up to then want to join a mainstream sport. Many 
children/youths we surveyed across events stated they did not play sport, they all said they would be involved in a 
weekly program like our Active Fests.  

MEDIA  
 

We received terrific support initially from the Communications team at OoS, with the development of marketing 
collateral such as flyers and social media tiles, as well as a lot of promotion to local media outlets where the events 
were scheduled.  
We conducted many radio interviews and ensured local newspaper coverage. Support received from local 
community services such as councils, schools and sporting clubs who all promoted the events to their members.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

All Active Fests were promoted on CCC website, Facebook, and Instagram. Social Media promotion consisted of 
regular posts on news feed, events created and promoted, my stories, posting on local community notice boards in 
each location, and posting images from events to showcase what the communities can expect from their upcoming 
Active Fest. 

CONCLUSION  
 

The model developed for the Active Fests has been very successful, so many people from each community attended 
and participated in the activities. We were able to facilitate a fun filled day of activities, whilst delivering an 
important message around positive mental wellbeing. We engaged with local coffee vans and local musicians which 
certainly hit the mark creating a festival atmosphere. This was great for parents who were able to enjoy a cuppa, 
listen to live music and enjoy watching their children/youth be active and socialise.  
Holding a large array of activities in a circuit style function tends to be the key – it highly engages children/youth for 
a short amount of time which increases overall participation throughout the day. Furthermore, breaking them into 
groups and running both mainstream and novelty games is effective in engaging all participants. 
New approaches to getting children/youth active needs to be explored, a lot of these children/youth may not be 
confident enough to join a mainstream sport such a Soccer or Rugby League. Out of the 35% of children/youth who 
stated they did not play sport; said they would be involved in a weekly program like the Active Fests. Offering 
children an alternative outlet such as the Active Fest could be a suitable supplement to mainstream sports. 
An 8–10-week program should be on offer following the event to allow kids to try new sports while learning core 
skills like catching, passing, running, jumping throwing etc and build the confidence up to then move into one of the 
mainstream sports.  
Overall, this round of Active Fests hit the mark in re-engaging communities in a family friendly festival 
environment. Everyone participated in the activities and received positive messaging around mental health and 
wellbeing which is very important after the Covid-19 lockdowns. 
 


